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SUMMARY 

This Record describes a seismic refraction survey of the proposed
dam sites, tunnel lines, and penstock lines on the Herbert River hydro-
electric investigation, northern Queensland. The surve:r was requested by
the Co-ordinator General's Department of Queensland. Depths to the
weathered layers and to bedrock, and longitudinal seismic velocities in
the rocks were measured on each site. The mean values of Poisson's
ratio and Young's modulus of the bedrock were determined on the three
main dam sites.

The results indicate that the bedrock on each of the dam sites is
satisfactory for foundation purposes. On the geophysical evidence, the
proposal to divert the water from the Kooragwin dam to the Upper Cameron
Creek and then by a tunnel to the Upper Blencoe Creek dam is the most
satisfactory. The Tanner penstock ridge is more suitable than the
Blencoe penstock ridge.



1. INTRODUCTION

The Co-ordinator General's Department of Queensland proposes.
to use the waters of the Herbert River system to generate hydro-electric
power in the area of the Herbert River and Blencoe Creek. The
confluence of these streams is about 40 miles west of Cardwell,
northern Queensland (Plate 1), at co-ordinates 472095 on the Kirrama
one-mile sheet. The scheme will utilize the difference in elevation
of about 1200 ft between the top of the Herbert River Falls and the
confluence of Blencoe Creek and Herbert River. It has been estimated
that the scheme should be able to supply 100MW of electric power at
50 percent load factor to the Cairns-Townsville area.

The Department requested that the Bureau of Mineral Resources,
Geology and Geophysics, assist with the investigation by determining the
depth to bedrock and the nature of the bedrock and overburden in areas
where dam sites, flumes, and tunnel lines were proposed. Accordingly a
seismic refraction survey was made between 4th October and 6th December
1961, by a geophysical party consisting of M. Kirton (party leader),and
C.J..Braybrook and J.P. Pigott (geophysical assistants). The Department
provided the topographical survey and field assistants as required.
The Geological Survey of Queensland provided geological information
(Wolff, 1960; 1961).

At the time of the survey, the Department's design for the
Herbert River scheme was as follows (see Plate 1). The Herbert River
would be dammed at the Kooragwin dam site (co-ordinates 216301 on the
Cashmere one-mile sheet), and Blencoe Creek Would:be dammed at either
the Upper,Blencoe Creek dam site (co-ordinates 477156 on the Kirrama

' One-mile sheet) or at the Blencoe Creek dam site No. 5 (co-:ordinates
459145 on the Kirtama one- ,Mile sheet). The power station Would be at •
the bottom of the gorge near either the confluence of.the Herbert River
and Blencoe Creek (co-ordinates 470096) or the confluence of the Herbert
.River and Tanner Creek (co-ordinates 496089, both referred to the
Kirrama one-mile sheet).

To convey the water from the dams to the power stations,
three possibilities were considered :

(a) a tunnel would be driven from the Kooragwin dam to the dam on
whichever site on Blencoe Creek was found more suitable. From
here, the combined waters of the Herbert River and the Blencoe
Creek would go in a penstodk down the side of the gorge to the
power station. This penstock would either be on the Blencoe
penstock ridge or the Tanner penstock ridge, depending on the
location of the power station,

(b) a holding weir (locality referred to as 'weir site') would be
built just upstream from the Herbert River Falls at map
location 205092 on the Cashmere one-mile sheet. The Herbert
River water would be conveyed in a flume along the 1750-ft
contour level on the north side of the gorge to join the
Blencoe Creek water in the Blencoe penstock,

(c) the water in the Kooragwin reservoir would be diverted into
the dammed-off Cameron Creek and taken from there by a tunnel
to the Blencoe dam. From here the combined water would run
along one or other of the penstocks to the power station.
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As time did not allow a complete survey of all the tunnel
lines, flumes, and penstocks, Certain representative areas were
selected and surveyed. The information obtained in these places
indicated the most favourable tunnelling depth and the amount of
construction work that would be needed, and hence more reliable
estimates of the costs of the three schemes could be made.

The line of the tunnel needed in Scheme (a) was investigated
by seismic work at the following places:

Co-ordinates^Sheet 

Offside Creek^290252^Cashmere

Ring-barked area^377197

Middle Creek^410174^11

Showerbath Creek^428165^Kirrama

Blencoe Flats^443159

The traverses On the Blendoe and Tanner penstock ridges (co-ordinates
466096 and 492105 respectively on the.Kirrama One4ile,sheet) were
located on the descent into the gorge, where the information gained was
of greatest value.

. To investigate Scheme (b), the weir site was surveyed and
some seismic work was done at location 454128 on the Kirrama sheet.
This is the area in which the flume would join the Blencoe penstock.

The proposed tunnel portal on the Cameron Creek (co-ordinates
396265 on the Cashmere sheet) and the proposed Herbert River-Cameron
Creek diversion line (co-ordinates 225313 on^he Cashmere sheet) were
surveyed as they were the areas of greatest interest in Scheme (c).

The lengths of the seismic traverses surveyed were:
(ft)

Kooragwin dam site 13000

Upper Blencoe dam site 7000

Blencoe dam site No. 5 6030

Weir site 10000

Blencoe penstock rid e-se 2000

Tanner penstock ridge 4000

Herbert River-Blencoe Creek
tunnel line^ 6000

Flume line^ 2500

Cameron tunnel portal^1000

Herbert River-Cameron Creek
diversion line^ 2000

Total 53600
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The seismic refraction technique applied is known ao the
'Method of Differences v (Polak and Mann, 1959a; 1959b).^The
instrument used was a 3IE.12 .-channe refractjon seismogrcInh with
TIC geophones of natural frequency 20 cls. The geophone spacings
were 25ft and 50ft for normal silreads, and 10ft for weathering spreaas.

Two Hall-Sears thrao-component gcophcnes with a natural
frequency of 15 c/s wore used to measure transverse ware velocities for
experimental proses.

2. GEOLOGY 

The geology and geologloaa history of the project area wore
described by Wolff (1960) and by Waite (i961), On certain traver!3o! -:.,
the detailed geology was nve6tiLated by I.L. Skellet, ongineer-in-cLarge
of the projeät area, and by M, Kirton.

The project area (Plate 1) lies on the Herbert River
Batholith, which is of Permian age, although it may include some
Carboniferous or Lower Triassic granites.. The western edge of tho batho-
lith coincides with the Burdekin River Fault Zone (White, 1961, Plate 1)
which is possibly responsible for the location of the Herbert River
between the Kooragwin dam site and the weir site. The granite hae
intruded Siluro-Devonian sediments of the Mount Garnet Formation
(Wolff, 1960,p3) in the area of the Kooragwin dam site and north of
this.

The batholith was later intruded in places by Elizabeth Creek
Granite and certain parts were covered by Cainozoic basalt flows.

A major fault or shear zone with an easterly strike was
responsible for the formation of the Herbert River Gorge (White, 1961,
Plate 1).

Geological notes referring specifically to the seismic traverses
are included separately for each site

3. KO0RA0NIN DAM SITE

Geology

The area was mapped by Wolff (1960). Summarioing
his findings, the geology Along the geophysical traverses can be
described as follows (see Plate 2):

(a) from Stations WK 1 to WK 17 the surface layer is Cameron
Creek Formation of unconsolidated sand, mudatons, and
sandstone. It is considered to be in general, less than
20 ft thick, of Cainozoic age, and overlies Tertiary basalt,
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(b) between Stations WK 17 and .26, WX.84 and 102, NK 130 and 150,
and along the cioss traverses WK 341-52, WK 353-64 and
WK 365-76 9 : there,is,Herbert River Granite. 'ThiS is
probably Oarbo .r4eroUs and has intruded the older Mount
Garnet Forthation and HaWs Reward MataMorphics at depth:
and on the surface. It was later lateritised and covered
with Tertiary basalt flo*s, most of which have now been
eroded away leaving surfa'3e outcrops of granite and, granite
sand. In the river bed the granite is partly cOvered.by`
a thin layer of alluvial unomsolidatei sand. Herbert . 4ver
Granite is medium to coarse grained and jointing is well
developed along three major directions, north-north-east;
north-north-west and east-north-east, with nearly vertical
dips. Weathering along the joint planes is moderate but tends
to be more marked along those roughly parallel to the stream
course,

(c) between Stations WK 36 and 84, 116 and 132, and 324 and 340
on the laft bank, and Stations UK 1r:30 and 160, 104 and 115,
and 167 and 307 on th right bank, the rocks are of the Mount
Garnet Formation. These rocks are of Siluro-Devonian age
and consist mainly of quartzite, greywaoke, hornfels,
limestone, conglomerate, siltstone, slate,and shale.

The sediments are faulted against the older metamorphics
to the west. They are intruded by Herbert River Granite in,
and close to, the river bed, and the sediments have been
metamorphosed in varying degrees to hornfels and quartzite.
On the right bank the sediments are covered by unconsolidated
sand and silty sand with occasional outcrops of sandstone and
greywacke. On the left bank there are outcrops of quartzite,
hornfels, hornfels conglomerate, and rubble derived from
these rocks.

The sediments trend regionally north-north-east and are
steeply tilted with dips ranging from 70 degrees to vertical.

.Jointing of the sediments occurs mainly in the quartzites,
where the predominant directions are north-north-east to
north-east, with mainly vertical dips.

Results

Plates 3 to 7 show the seismic cross-sections and the mesured
longitudinal velocities along the traverses. Table 1 gives the probable
interpretation of the seismic velocities in terms of rock type.
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TOLE. 1

Seismic velocities in terms of rock2mats.

3000 - 5000

4500

6000 - 8000

8000 - 10000

10000 - 13000

14000 - 15000

16000 and over

Peek type

Soil and scree

Unconsolidated, unsatuested alluvial
material; unCureclidated.Cameren Creek
sediment's; rubble and decomposed rock;
laterite

Very weathered and decomposed rook;yery
jointed rock with open joints; compacted
clays and sands

Ureonsolidated Cameron Creek sediments

Very weathered to mcaerately weathered
rock; fractue'ed and. weathered rock in a
shear zone; or jointed rocks with joints
partly closed and cemented

Fractured bedrock in a shear zone; slightly
to moderately weathered granite and
metamorphics; vesicular and slightly
weathered basalt

Unweathered basalt or slightly weathered
and jointed granite

Bedrock of Mount Garnet sediments

Slightly weathered to unweathered granite;
quartzite, hornfels, or quartz porphyry

Longitudinal seismic
velociy C7T7se0-7

1 000 - 2000

2000 - 3000

With the help of Table 1 and the available geological
informatien, the Seismic velocities shown on the cross-seetions can be
riterpreted in geolog!,.cal terms. In the following discueeion, bedxoele is

defined as the deepest seismic refractor shown on the seismic cross-
sectione. Generally the recorded se:lemio velocity in the deepest
refractor exeeeds 10,000 ft/sec, exeept ir shear or oortact zones,
Frther,.only points which may lead to ambiguous irterpretation will be
discussed.

Between NK 5 and 'vi:C: 3 (Plate 3), the 4500-ft/sec layer may be
interpreted. as Cameron Creek sediments overlying vesicular basalt in
which the velocity is 10,000 ft

//
 sec. West of WK 8, between NK 8 and

WK 24, tele 18,000 to 19000-ft sec velocity probably represents granite
(based ongeological evidence). The 8000-ft/sec velocity may indicate
weathered granite,
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Between WK 24 and WK 39, the bedrock is relatively deep ad
the average seismic velocity in it is about 14,000 ft/sec. Referring
to Plate 2 this zone coincides with the contact zone between granite
and the Mount Garnet Formation.

The 8000-ft/sec layer could either be a weathered granite or
a weathered metamorphic rock. Depending on the type of dam to be
constructed, an 8000-ft/sec layer could have the required properties
to serve as a foundation rock. This should be checked by drilling.

From WK 38 to WK 81, the bedrock velocities, generally
greater than 17,000 ft/sec, indicate the presence of granite or
metamorphic rock. A narrow zone between WK 52 and WK 55 of lower
velocities (14,000 to 15,000 ft/sec) may suggest the presence of a
shear zone. The 8000-ft/sec layer continues in a westerly direction but
seems to change or disappear between WK 74 and WK 79 (Plate 4). Near
WK 80 the 6500-ft/sec layer represents a highly weathered rock
(see Drill hole HR 3, Table 2).

In the river bed a relatively thin low-velocity layer
(about 2000 ft/sec), representing unsaturated alluvial material, overlies
a high-velocity bedrock (more than 16,000 ft/sec), representing unweathered
granite or metamorphic rock. At certain places there may be an
intermediate layer of moderately weathered rook' (characterized by a
velocity of 6000 to 8000 ft/sec) that is too thin to be detected.

West of the river bed, between WK 150 and WK 160, and between
WK 103 and WK 112, a 7000 to 8000-ft/sec layer is present between the
surface layers and the high-velocity granite or metamorphic bedrock.
This layer probably represents moderately weathered granite or meta-
morphic rock, and again may be suitable for a foundation rock.

Between WK 171 and WK 220 (Plate 5), the normal sequence of
layers for this area is present including an 8000-ft/sec layer between
the surface layers and bedrock. Near WK 201, the top of the 8000-ft/sec
layer is about 106 ft below the surface, i.e. at about the same elevation
or level as the top of the unweathered bedrock in the river bed.

From WK 240 to WK 244 (Plate 6), the low bedrock velocity
(about 9000 ft/sec) suggests the presence of a shear zone. The depth to
the top of the 7000-ft/sec layer probably exceeds 90 ft.

South-west from WK 287, the bedrock dips relatively steeply
towards the south-west, and the depths to the top of the 7000 to 8500-ft/sec
layer range between about 76 and 95 ft.

As an experiment the transverse wave velocity was measured
between WK 132 and WK 138 with three-component geophones, the measured
velocity being 10,000 ft/sec. With a measured longitudinal velociU .
of 18,000 ft/sec (Plate 4), and an assumed rock density of 2.7 g/om',
the computed value of Poisson's ratio is 0.2/, and Young's modulus
(dynamic determination) is 6.5 x 10 11 dyn/cm4 or 9.4 x 106 ib/in. 2
This method of determining Young's modulus usually gives values that are
10 to 20 percent higher than the corresponding static determinations.

Comparison with drilling information

After the cross-sections had been computed and plotted, they were
compared with the logs of the diamond-drill holes on this site (Table 2).
Where the drill holes are inclined, the depths given have been corrected
for dip.
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TABLE 2 

Comparison of drilling and seismic results

Kooragwin dam  site

Drill hole No.^Drill logs^ Seismic results
and position^Depth (ftl-Geological formation Depth "(ft) Velocity (ft/sadl

HR 1, 50 ft
south of
WK 85, dip
45 degrees

0 - 15 Talus material

15 - 23 Moderately weathErced^0 - 20^2000
pyroxene hornfels^(including a

possible 6000-
ft/sec layer)

23 - 42 Slightly weathered^20 +^16,500
pyroxene hornfels

42 +^Fresh hornfels and
granite

HR 2, 50 ft
south of
MK 83.5,
vertical

o - 4^Overburden^0 - 12^2000

4 - 23 Moderately weathered^12 - 30^6000
hornfels conglomerate

23 - 52 Slightly weathered^30 +^16,500
quartzite hornfels

HR 3, 70 ft^0 - 7^Overburden^0 - 35^2000

south of^ (including a
WK 81,^7 - 16 Moderately weathered^possible 6000-

vertical^ hornfels conglomerate^ft/sec layer)

16 - 23 Highly weathered
granite

23 - 69 Slightly weathered
conglomerate

69 +^Fresh conglomerate

35 +^16,500

HR 4, 70 ft^0 - 14 Decomposed granite^0 - 24^2000

south of
WK 98.5,^14 - 17 Highly weathered^24 +^18,500

vertical^ granite

17 +^Fresh granite

HR 5, 50 ft^0 - 6^Highly weathered^0 - 4 2000

south of . granite 
14K  95,
dip^6 +^Slightly weathered^4 +

35 degrees^granite^
18,000
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Drill hole No.^Drill loss^Seismic results
and position .^Depth ^Velocity (ft/sec) 

•■•■■•11

‘f ,
HR 6 1 at
WK 73.3,
vertical

0 - 8^Soil^ 0 - 4^1000

8 - 24 Highly weathered^4 - 15^2700
hornfels

^

15 - 47^5000

24 - 64 Moderately weathered^47 - 102 8000
hornfels

64 - 96 Slightly weathered^102 +^19,000
hornfels

96 +^Unweathered hornfels

HR 7, at^0 - 50 Slightly weathered^0 - 14^2000
WK 142,^granite
dip 35
degrees^Unweathered granite^14 +^19,000

HR 8a, 50 ft^0 • 18 Moderately weathered^0 - 15^2000
south of^granite
WK 88, dip
35 degrees^ 15 +^16,500

i8 +^Slightly weathered
granite

HR 9, 50 ft
south of
WK 90, dip
30 degrees

0 - 2^Alluvium :^0-20 ^2000

2 - 4^Moderately weathered^20 +^16,500
granite

4 - 9^Slightly weathered
granite

9 . 10 Unweathered. granite

10 - 14 Slightly weathered
granite

14 - i8 Unweathered granite

HR 10, at^0 - 13 Decomposed hornfels^0 - 25^2000 (and
NK 127.5 dip^ possibly a
35 degrees^13 - 15 Highly weathered^6000-ft/sec layer)

hornfels

15 - 24 Moderately weathered^25 +^18,000
hornfels

24 +^Slightly weathered
hornfels
conglomerate
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Drill hole No.^, Drill logs.^ Seismic results
and.position Depth (fir-Geological formation P2pthIET Velocity (ft/sac)

HR 11, near
WK 138, dip
30 degrees

0 - 3^Decemposed granite^0 - 15^2000

3 - 18 Slightly weathered^15 +^18,000

granite

18^Unweathered .granite

HR 12a, at
^

0 - 6^Highly weathered^0 - 12^2000

WK 135, dip
^granite

30 degree's^
6 - 14 Slightly Weathered^12 +^18,000

granite and hornfels

14 +^Unweathered hornfels

Conclusions 

In the river valley, the shallow depth to bedrock and the
seismic velocity in it of greater than 15,000 ft/sec suggest that this
site would be suitable for any type of dam. However, depending on the
extent of the side walls, the 7000 to 8000-ft/sec layer should be further
tested. Such a layer would be a suitable foundation for a gravity dam,
providing it is sufficiently impermeable. Suggested drilling sites are
WK 201, WK 264, and WK 296.^In addition, the postulated shear zones
near WK 25, UK 54, and WK 240 should be investigated.

4.^BLEN=CREEK DAM SIT NO. 5 

Geology

This site is situated in an area that was mapped by Wolff (1960)
as Elizabeth Creek Granite. This granite generally crops. out a:3 large
tors and rubble surrounded by decomposed granite. The granite on thp
hillsides is moderately weathered; in the creek tha erposures are
harder and less weathered. The major joints strike north to north-west,
with nearly vertical dips.

Results 

Plate 8 shows the layout of the traverses and Plate 9 shows the
seismic cross-section and the measured longitudinal velocities. These
velocities can be interpreted in geological terms by referring to
Table 1. Over the whole area, the velocities in the deepest
refractors recorded exceeded 15,000 ft/sec. These refractors are
classified as bedrock.
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From Stations WL 116 to UL k5, WL 9 to WL 33, WL 136 to
WL 145, WL 159 to WL 168, and WL 30 to about WL 55 a thin layer in
which the velocity is about 2000 ft/sec covers slightly weathered or
slightly jointed to unweathered, unjointed granite. bedrock. This
2000-ft/sec velocity is an average value along ell these traverses and
-represents patches of soil, rubble, and unconsolidated unsaturated,
alluvial sand.

From Stations WL 58 to WL 68i WL 178 to WL 187, anl NL 76
to WL 106, the depth of weathering increases to give, in descending
order, a layer of soil and rubble ) layers of decomposed and weathered
rock, and granite bedrock.

The velocity of the transverse wave was measured between
Stations WL 136 and WL 145 by three-component geophones, and was found
to be 9000 ft/sec. The longitudinal velocity along this traverse is
17,000 ft/sec. Using these values and assuming a value of 2.7 g/cm

3

for the density of unweathered granite, the value of Poisson's ratio
is 0.31. The value of Young's modulus for the bedrock is then
5.4 x 10 11 ayn/cm2, or 7.8 x 106 lb/in. 2 .

Comparison with drilling inforfeation

Table 3 gives a comparison of the drilling information on
this site with the geophysical results. For inclined drill holes, the
depths have been corrected for dip.

Conclusions 

In the bed of
bedrock and the seismic
that this site would be
the 6500 to 7000-ft/3ec
further investigated by
extends this far.

the river and on the banks, the shallow depth to
velocity in it exceeding 15,500 ft/sec suggest
suitable for any type of dam structure. However
layer between Stations WL 58 and WL 106 should be
drilling and water-pressure testing if the dam

5
^UPPER BLENCOE CREEK DAM SITE

Geology

The geology of this area was described by Wolff (196C) as
Elizabeth Creek Granite, the characteristics of which are given in the
notes on the survey of Blencoe Creek dam site No. 5. Quartz-feldspar
porphyry dykes up to 40 ft wida intrude the granite. Such dykes can be
observed in the river bed.

Results 

Plate 10 shows the traverse layout and Plates 11 and 12 show
the seismic results obtained on this site. The velocities can be
interpreted by referring to Table 1.

Between Stations
WU 137 and 155, and WU 160
which the seismic velocity
to unweathered bedrock, in
or greater.

Wu 57 and 80, NU 24 and 40, NU 88 and 117,
and 179 a thin layer of soil and rubble in
is about 1500 ft/sec covers slightly weathered
which the seismic velocity is 15,500 ft/sec

Table 3 is on Page 11.



microgranite^
180oSlightly weathered^0 - 7

Moderately weathered^7 +
microgranite

Slightly weathered
microgranite

Fresh microgranite

17,000

Overburden^0 - 4^l000

• Highly weathered
microgranite^4 - 18^2200

•Moderately weathered 18 - 52^7000
microgm.anite 52 +^16,500

granite^6 - 57 .^4500

Standing water level 57 - 120^7000
for dry weather

Moderately weathered 120 +^15,200
granite

Slightly weathered
granite

Fresh granite

Decomposed and^o - 6^ioco

highly weathered

• TABLE.3

Comparison of drillin and . seismic results

Blencoe  Creek dRm s:Ite No. 5 

Drill hole No.^Drill lous^ Seismic results
and position Depth) Geological formation Depth (ft) Velocity (ft/see;)

5/B1 at
^

o - 8^Moderately weathererl^0 - 11^1800
WL 18 9 dip^microgranite
30 degrees^

8 - 1 2^Slightly weathered^11 +^16,300
microgranite

12 - 80^Bands of moderately .

and slightly weathered
and fresh microgranite

5/B2 20 ft
east of
WL 23:5 dip
35 degrees

o - 5^Moderately weathered^0 - 1^1800
microgranite

5 - 9^Slightly weathered
micrcgranite^7 +^17,000

9 - go^Bands of moderately
and slightly weathered
and fresh microgranite

5/B3 at WL 26 9

dip 30 degrees
0

8

14

29

- 8

- 14

- 29

- 44

5/B4 30 ft 0 - 16
South of
WL 183,
vertical

16 - 21

21 - 50

p/B5 at WL 96 9 0 - 135
Vertical

135 - 146

146 - 149

149 +



Between Stations NU 57 and WU 52 2 WU 189 and WU 199,
WU 5 and WU 23, and WU 40 and WU 45 the depth te unweathered rock
increases and intermediate layers of heavily and moderately weathered
rock are recorded,

Between 3tations WU 72 and WU 73 the transverse wave NlOcity
was found to be 6500 ft/sec. This value, together with he longittidinal
velocity of 16,000 ft/Sec, gives a value of 0.40 for Poisson's ratio.
Assuming the density of slightly weathered granite to 2.6 g/cm 3 ,
Young's modulus is 2.9 x 1011 dyn/cm2 , or 4.2 x 10 6 lb/in..

Comparison with drilling information

Table 4 gives a comparison of the drilling information on
this site with the geophysical results. For inclined drill holes,^.
the depths have been corrected for dip.^The agreement between sei;,f..pic
results and drilling results is fairly good except at drill boles 2/BI
and 1/B1, where the distances from the nearest seismic stations are
50 ft or more.

Conclusions

The survey shows that on the slopes, and close to (and
probably also in) the river bed, the depth to unweathered 'bedrock is
generally less than 1.5 ft, and the velocity in the bedrock exceeds
15,000 ft/sec.

On the relatively flat hill tops, weathering has progressed to
a much deeper level; this is indicated by the occurrence of intermediate
layers in which the seismic velocity is 10,000 to 12,000 ft/sec. The
maximum depths recorded to unweathered rock' are 94 ft near WU 14/ and
87 ft near WU 52. A rock in which the seismic velocity is 11,000 to
12,000 ft/sec is usually . strong and impermeable enough to be used for
foundation purposes.

6.^WEIR SITE

22212isz
The geology of the area was described by Wolff (196)). From

the river, near Station WW 38, to about Station WW 60 there is Herbert
River Granite. This is intruded in the riwr bed and on the bank up
to Station WW 25 by a quartz porphyry dyke.

In the neighbourhood of Station WW 92 a basalt ridge commences
and extends north-easterly. Between Stations WW 83 and WW . 96 the seismic
traverse crosses this ridge and from Station WW 103 onwards the traverse
continues along the crest of the ridge. Between Stations WW 171 and
WW 196 the basalt has been eroded away to form a saddle. There are thin
laterite remnants over Herbert River Granite along the floor of the
saddle.

• The part of. Traverse WB surveyed was over Herbert River Granite.
On the surface this had decomposed to sandy soil.

Table 4 is on Page 13
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TABLE 4

Comparison of drillin and seismo. res.:its

Upper Blencoe Creek dam site

Seismic resultsDrill locPs
Depth (ft) Geological formation Depth TY70 Velocity (ft/Se.c11

0 - 44 Moderately weathered
feldspar porphyry

0 - 4

4 +
1600^•

15,500

44 - 61 Slightly weathered
feldspar porphyry

0 - 6 Moderately weathered
porphyry

0 - 4 1600

6 - 22 Slightly weathered
porphyry

4 + 15,500

0 - 10 Moderately weathered
granite

0 - 6 1600

10 + Slightly weathered
sranite

6 + 16,000

0- 27 Decomposed and highly
weathered granite

0 - 34 Intermediate layers
not known

27 - 33 Moderately weathered
granite

34 + About 20,000

33 - 36 Highly weathered
granite

36 + Slightly weathered
granite

0 - 53 Decomposed granite 0 - 2 1200

53 - 79 Moderately weathered 2 - 12 3000
granite and porphyry 12 - 52 6000

79-86 Slightly weathered 52 - 80 8000
porphyry 80 + 15,500

0 - 5 Decomposed granite 0 - 2 1000

5 - 55 Moderately weathered
granite

2-28 12,000

55 - 68 Moderately and slightly
weathered granite^28 + 15,500

Drill hole No.
and Position

2/B1 50 ft
west of WU 39,
vertical

2/B2, 50 ft
west of
WU 35.5, dip
40 degrees

2/B3, 50 ft
west of
WU 32.5, dip
25 degrees

2/B4 at WU 20,
vertical

2/B5 at
WU 14.5,
vertical

1/B1 100 ft
north-west of
WU 174,
vertical

1/B2 at WU 191, 0 - 5
vertical

-

1500

10,000 - 12,000

17,500

Decomposed granite^0 - 7

Highly weathered granite 7 - 20

10 - 33^ModeratelY weathered 20 +
granite

1/B3 at WU 197 0 - 3
vertical

3 - 7

Decomposed granite^0 - 7

Highly weathered granite 7 - 60

7 - 24^Moderately weathered 60 +
granite

1500

10,000 to 12,000

17,500
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Results

Plates 13, 14, and 15 show the z-qeismio cross-sections and
the measured longitudinal seismic velocities on this site.
Table 1 these velocities can be translated into geological terms.

From Station WW 67 to WW 96 YPlate 13) there is an increase
in depth to the unweathered granite bedrock, suggestive of an old river
valley filled with basalt. The 11,000-ft/sec layer probably vspreE!ents
slightly weathered basalt ; over which are layers of decomposed and!
weathered basalt.

From Station WW 91 to WW 126 (Plate 14) along the crest of
the ridge the depth is shown to an 11,000-ft/sec layer which is
interpreted as slightly weathered basalt. There are indications thSt
a higher-velocity layer exists beneath this, presumably unweathered
granite.

At Station WW If. ,6 the seismic cross-section is interpreted as
layers of very weathered basaltic material aver a layer of slightly
weathered vesicular basalt at a,depth . of about 18 ft. Between Stations
WW 176 and WIAT 196 a 13, COO-ft/sec refractor is the deepest one recorded;
this could represent slightlY to moderately weathered granite or
slightly weathered basalt. There Were again indications of a high-
velocity layer underneath this.

The velocity distribution along Traverse WB (Plate 15) can be
interpreted as successive layers of soil and heavily, moderately, and
.slightly weathered granite over unweathered unjointed granite bedrock.

Conclusions 

From WW 20 to WW 67 the 7000 to 8000-ft/sec layer should form
a suitable foundation for a low weir. The permeability of this layer
should be checked by drilling.

In the area east and north-east of WW 70, the geophysical
results suggest the presence of an old river valley filled with basalt.
Past experience indicates that^ +with this type of structure, depth
determinations are not better than -20 percent accurate. To check this
area, drilling is recommended at Stations WW 81, WW 86, WW 91, and WW 121.
These drill holes should also give information about the permeability of
the 5000 to 6000-ft/sec layer.

A drill hole is recommended neEr Station WW 181 to prove the
structure in the saddle area.

7.^BLEWCOE PEUSTOCK RIDGE

Geolog/

The general geology of the area was described by Wolff (1960).
The penstock ridge consists of granite covered by a mantle of weathered
to highly weathered and decomposed granite, with scree material on the
surface.



The ridge goes down to the Herbert River Gorge, which was
formed on a major fault or shear zone (Whits ) 1961, Fig. 8 and Plate 1).
At the top of the ridge, near WP 3, the granite is covered by basalt.
Basalt scree material is also found along the slope, down to about
WP 13.

Results

The results are shown on the seismic cross•section in
Plate 16. Overburden is defined as rock in which the seismic velocity
is less than 7000 ft/soc. Such rock is not strong enough to sill.port
engineering structures such as penstock lines. The overburden consists
of scree material, soil, and highly weathered granite, in which t .,)s.

seismic velocities range from 1000 to 5000 ft/sec, and weathered granite
in which the velocity is about 6700 ft/sec,

In this locality, bedrock is defined as rock in whoh the
measureri seismic velocity is greater than 9000 ftis(.s, At WI 4 a
12,000-ft/sec layer probably represents a basalt' overlying the granite.
The lateral extent of the basalt is not known.

Between WP 7 and IC 15 the calculated depth to bedrock.
(16,000-ft/sec velocity, probably unweathered granite) ranges from 55
to 99 ft.

Between WP 25 and WP 45 the bedrock is relatively deep; the
calculated distance between the surface and the bedrock ranges from
108 to 200 ft. The seismic velocities within the bedrock range between
about 13,000 ft/sec near WP 27 and 9500 ft/sec near NI' 42. The 13,000-ft/
sec layer probably represents slightly weathered and fractured granite.
The 9500-ft/sec 145Psi. may represent moderately weathered, fractured,
or sheared granite possibly belonging to the Herbert River Gorge fault
zone.

Conclusions

The depth to bedrock is relatively large. Apart from the
relatively high costs connected with deep foundations, the sloping ground
surface and bedrock profile may cause future land slips. Hence, this
locality is not recommended as a site for penstock lines.

8.^TANNER PENSTOCK RIIV,E

Geolue

The area was mapped by Wolff (1960) as Herbert River Granite
with a patch of olivine basalt covering the approximate centre of the
traverse. Personal observations along the traverse defined the geology
more precisely, as given below.

From Stations WT 187 to WT 195 (Plate 17) the surface cover is
rubble derived from decomposed granite. Between Stations WT i95 and
WT 208 and Stations WT 217 and WT 254 the granite is capped with very
weathered vesicular basalt. Elsewhere the surface cover is sandy loam
derived from decomposed granite.
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Results 

Between Stations WT 187 and WT 195 the 1000-ft/sec layer
corresponds to soil, the 4000-ft/sec layer to very weathered and
decomposed granite, the 9600-ft/sec layer to moderately weathered
grante, and the 13,000-ft/sec layer to slightlY weathered or slightly
jointed granite. This layer was the deepest refractor recorcl.ea. It
is possible that unweathered granite exists . at a greater depth than
the technique used would attain, i.e. more than 200 ft.

In the vicinity of Station P 11 the •000-ft/sec layer
corresponds to soil, the 4000-ft/sec layer to very weathered basalt, the
7700-ft/sec layer to slightly to moderately weathered vesicular basalt,
and the 16,000 to 17,000-ft/sec layer to unweathered granite bedrock.

At Station WT 214, the 1000-ft/sec ).ayer corresponds tc, soil,
the 4700-ft/sec layer to very weathered rranie, the 7000-ft/sec layer
to modevately weathered granite, and the 16,000 to 18,000-ft/sec layer
to unweathered granite bedrock.

Between Stations WT 214 and WT 218 the structure is complex
end it is difficult to give a reliable interpretation. It is possible
that there is a shear zone in the granite bedrock, in which case the
inferred 18,500-ft/sec velocity would not be correct over this part of
the cross-section. It is recommended that this region be investigated
further before any construction work is commenced..

From Stations WT 220 to WT 234 there is a thin cover of highly
weathered basalt, in which the velocity is 3000 ft/sec, over unweathered
granite bedrock.

From Stations WT 234 to WT 254 there is a thin cover of highly
weathered basalt over a solid unweathered basalt bedrock or a slightly
weathered or jointed granite bedrock.

Between Stations WT 254 and WT 274, the 1000-4"t/sec layer
corresponds to soil, the 2000-ft/sec layer to soil and rubble, the
3000-ft/sec layer to very weathered decomposed granite, the 5000 to
6000-ft/sec layer to very weathered granite, and the 16,000 to 18,000-ft/
sec layer to unweathered granite bedrock.

Conclusions

Although this is not an ideal site fox a penstock line, it is
very much better geologically than the Blencoe penstock ridge. The
topography suggests that there would be little chance of an eartb slip,
and so layers in which tif: seismic velocity is 6000 ft/sec or greater
would be suitable foundation rocks. However, the structure between
WT 214 and WT 222 is complex and requires further investigation.

9.^FLUME LINE

Geology

The area covered by the traverse was mapped by Wolff (1960)
as laterite or lateritic soil overlying Tertiary basalt. The basalt in
turn overlies Palaeozoic Herbert River Granite. The basalt is vesicular
and porous, and closely jointed. In many places it has been eroded away,
leaving granite on the surface.
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Results

The seismic cross-section and measured longitudinal
velocities are shown on Plate 18. Ref=ing to Table 1, these may be
interpreted as follows.

Between WI? 5 and WF 25, the 5000-ft/sec layer probably
represents weatherea granite, but cOn1d al so be weathered basalt or
semi-consolidated sediments. The 3000-ft/sec layer could be laterite.

Near WF 25 the bedrock boundary slics a large step which me iy
be a fault. The depths to bedrock shown between WI? 25 and WF 35 could be
as much as 40 ft too large as insufficientsdata were available to make
accurate calculaticDs.

From WF 25 to WF 55, the 1000-fc/sec layer corresponds to Lion,
the 3000 to 5000-ft/sec layer to very weathered and decomposed rock or
laterite, and the 9000 to 10,000-ft/sec layer to moderately weathered
granite or slightly weathered basalt.

The bedrock velocities above 15,000 ft/sec indicate a virtually
unweathered, unjointed granite. Between WI? 35 and WI? 38, the 9000-ft/sec
velocity in bedrock suggests a shear zone.

Conclusions 

The 9000 to 10,000-ft/sec layer would be strong enough for the
foundations of a flume line. However, the seismic cross-section should be
checked by drill holes at WI? 26 and WI? 37.

10.^TUNNEL LINE

Offside Creek area

According to Wolff (1960), the gGoiogy of this area is lateritic .
soil over Herbert River Granite.

The seismic cross-section and measured longitudinal velocities
are shown in Plate 19. The velocities may be interpreted in terms of
weathered granite with the help of Table.1. Owing to the great depth of
weathering along the whole spread, it was not possible to obtain depths to
bedrock except at the two ends. However, the time/distance curves
plotted from the seismic records were sufficiently symmetrical to suggest
that the interpolation of the layers between the ends of ,the spread is
correct to within ± 15 percent.

Ring-barked area

Wolff (1960) describes this area as laterite and lateritic soil
over basalt.
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The seismic cross-section and moasured iengitudinal
velocities are shown on Plate 20. th;*ng Table 1, the velocities can
be interpreted as follow's:

Velocity.(ft/sec)^form:i,t4on

^

900^Soil

^

3000^Laterite

4100 - 5700^Weathered basalt

^

8000^Slightly weathered basalt or moderately
weathered granite

^

17,000^Unweathered granite bedrock

The bedrck profile suggests that in the vicinity . of WT 34
there is an old valley which has been filled with a basalt flow. This
could be checked by drill holes near Stations WT 34 and WT 24.

Middle Creek area

Wolff (1960) mapped this area as Herbert River Granite. In
addition, some laterite was observed on the left bank of the creek,
between Stations WT 59 and WT 68.

Plate 21 shows the seismic cross-section and the measured
longitudinal velocities. Using Table 1, these velocities may be
interpreted as follows:

^Velocity^(ft/sec)^Geological formation

^1000^Soil

7700 - 8000^Moderately weathered granite

14,000.^Slightly weathered and slightly
jointed granite bedrock

16,000 - 17,000^Unweathered granite bedrock

The 5200-ft/sec layer could be either dense laterite ; or

compacted alluvial sediments. This se. ,..A)nd possibility is suggested by
the topography, which has the form of a river terrace. If the tunnel
is planned to pass through the 8000-ft/sec layer near Station NT 63,
a drill hole is recommended to olarify this point.

Showerbath Creek area

Wolff (1960) records the geology of this area as Herbert River
Granite. Personal observations also revealed laterite conglomerate on
the creek banks and laterite soil extending to Station WT 112.

Plate 22 shows the seismic cross-section and the measured
longitudinal velocities along this traverse. These velocities may be
interpreted with the aid of Table 1.
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At Station WT 82, the 8500-ft/sec layer is moderately
weathered granite. Elsewhere along this cross-section, the 5000-ft/sec
layer could be either' dense laterite or very weathered granite;

The 14, 000-ft/sec velocity in bedrock indiCates slightly
weathered or slightly jointed granites;  the 17,000-ft/sec velocity .
in bedrock indicates unweathered, unjointed granite.

BlencoeFlats area

This area was mapped by Wolff (1960) as laterite and weathered
granite, over granite bedrock.

Plate 23 shows the seismic cross-sections and the measured
longitudinal velocities. These velocities may be interpreted as
follows:

Velocity (ft/se21^Geological formation

1200^Soil

3000 - 5000^Decomposed granite or laterite

6500^Very weathered granite

8000 - 9000^Moderately weathered granite

17,000 - 20,000 Unweathered granite bedrock

It was not possible to obtain depths to bedrock between
Stations WT 150 and WT 159, and between Stations WT 121 and WT 131,
owing to deep weathering. However, the time/distance curve of the
spread WT 150 to WT 159 was sufficiently symmetrical to permit the
interpolation of the depths between the ends of the spread to a
reasonable degree of certainty.

The structure between WT 121 and WT 131 was inferred from
the shape of the time/distance curve. It is only approximate and should
be confirmed by a drill hole.

Conclusions 

In general, a slightly weathered granite or a slightly
weathered to unweathered vesicular basalt in which the seismic velocity
is 10,000 to 12,000 ft/sec is suitable for tunnels.

Tunnelling in rocks in which seismic velocities are less than
8000 ft/sec may be relatively expensive because of extra supports needed
to keep the tunnel open.

11.^CAMERON CREEK TUNNEL PORTAL

Geology 

Wolff (1960) does not cover this area, but personal observation
showed the rocks to be Herbert River Granite, with the remains of an old
basalt flow crossing the seismic traverse between Stations WC 13 and WC 17.
The surface basalt has been decomposed to small angular boulders and dark
soil. Elsewhere the surface cover was the light sandy loam typical of
decomposed Herbert River Granite, with occasional granite boulders.
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Results 

• These are shown on Plate 24. At Stations WC 3 and WC 23, the
velocities may be interpreted as

1/2.1.2ILLE_(LILIt.9.)^Geological formation

1000^Soil

3000^Very weathared Eranitf::

6500^Weathered granite

15,000 - 20,000^Unweathered, unjointed granite.

In the vicinity of Station WC 13, the 6500-ft/sec layer could
be moderately weathered basalt. The 9500 and 12,000-ft/sec bedrock
velocities are either due to basalt or to fractured and sheared granite.

Conclusions

This site is not very satisfactory for a tunnel portal because
of the considerable thickness of 3000-ft/sec and 6500-ft/sec Material.

12.^CAMERON CfDa DIVERSION

Geology

The geological information was obtained from Wolff (1960),
supplemented by data from drill hole HR 15 situated near Station WD 23.
The oldest rock consists of Palaeozoic Herbert River Granite. In a later
stage, the eroded granite surface was covered by Tertiary basalt flows.
The granite shows well-developed jointing, and in places is deeply
dissected and weathered along the joints. The basalt is vesicular,
porous, and closely jointed. In many places it has been removed by
erosion. In this locality, the basalt and granite are covered by
Cameron Creek sediments of unconsolidated sand, sandstone, and mudstone,
generally less than 20 ft thick.

Results 

Plate 25 shows the seismic cross-section and velocities; the
latter may be interpreted as follows

^

'Velocity (ft/sec) 
^

Geological formation

^

1000 - 2000
^

Soil, unconsolidated sand and clay

^

3000 - 4000
^

Water-saturated clay and sand, very
weathered and decomposed granite and basalt

^

8000 - 9000^Moderately weathered granite, or
moderately weathered vesicular basalt .

^

14,000 - 15,000^Unweathered granite, possibly slightly
jointed.



Between Statiohe WD 9 and WD 23 the deepest refractor
recorded *as a 9000-ft/sec layer, Which is interpreted as.baSalt.
The seismic data suggest the presence of a subsurface valley in the
granite, some 250 ft deep and filled with basalt.

Conclusions 

A drill hole between Stations WD 15 and WD 18 i6 recommended to
confirm the structure in the suggested basalt-filled valley. HoWever,
the 8000 to 9000ft/sec layer of slightly weathered basalt or granite
should be suitable to carry a diversion channel or tunnel.

13.^RECOMMMTDATIONS 

Of the three proposed schemes mentioned on Page 1, the
geophysical results suggest that the third is the most satisfactory.
Although no seismic work was done along the line of the tunnel from
Upper Cameron Creek to the Upper Blencoe Creek dam, the geology of the
area suggests that tunnelling conditions would be similar to those found
along the.Kooragwin to Blencoe Creek tunnel line. However, a more
suitable site for a tunnel portal should be found on Cameron Creek.

Foundations for both dam sites on Blencoe Creek appear to be
satis:factory. However, as the Tanner penstock ridge is much more suitable
than the Blencoe penstock ridge, a penstock from Upper Blencoe Creek dam
to a power station at the confluence of Tanner Creek and Herbert River is
recommended.

As areas of deep weathering and occasional shear zones have been
found throughout the investigation area, it is recommended that the total
length of the tunnel line and penstock line be surveyed by geophysical
methods before any construction work is commenced.
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